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1. Understand the 8 names of the planets in our solar system, its characteristic, and the right 

order from the sun.  

2. Observe the different planets and objects in our solar system. 

 

Target vocabularies :  

1. Planets : Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune 

2. The other objects in our solar system : Sun, Moon, Asteroid, Pluto 

3. Superlative adjective : smallest, biggest, nearest, furthest, largest, closest, hottest 

 

Language structures : 

1. “What planet is it?” 

2. “Which planet is the smallest/biggest/largest/furthest/closest/nearest/hottest one?” 

3. “Planet X is the ………….. one. It has …………..” (describing the characteristic) 

 

Media : 

1. Flashcards : Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Sun, Moon, 

Asteroid, Pluto. 

2. Printables : 

 The Planets Poster 

 Worksheet A (Planets of The Solar System) 

 Worksheet B (Planets Word Search Game) 

3. Song and video : “Eight Planets” https://youtu.be/5IKRLSwjwyk  

4. Additional tools : Crayon, marker, scissor, glue, pen or pencil, laptop, LCD projector 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic   : Planets 

Time   : 45 minutes 

Level   : 4th grade of Elementary Students 

 

Learning Objectives :  

https://youtu.be/5IKRLSwjwyk


 

Lesson Overview  

 

Warm up : 

 Greeting and praying 

 Checking attendance 

 Asking the students which planet we are living on 

Main activity : 

 Watching “Eight Planets” video and sing together 

 Discussing about what they have noticed from the video 

 Introducing the names of the planets 

 Teaching and practicing the vocabularies 

 Guessing game using flashcards 

 Introducing the planets’ characteristic 

 Arranging and labelling the planets using “Planets of The Solar System” worksheet 

 Doing the groups’ game using “Planets Word Search Game” worksheet 

Wrap up : 

 Reviewing today’s lesson about the planets 

 Assigning homework; coloring the planets and describing their favorite planet 

 Singing along “Eight Planets” 

 Praying and saying goodbye 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lesson Procedure 

Warming Up 

  Greet the students by saying “Hello my students! Good morning, how 

are you today? Are you happy or sad”, “I’m glad to know that you are 

fine and happy” 

 Lead to pray together by saying “Before we start our lesson, it will be 

great if we pray first”, “praying start…. enough” 

Check the students attendance by calling their name one by one and ask them to 

respond with “I’m here miss” 

Checking the students background knowledge and gaining their curiosity about 

planets. Starting from asking “Which planet we are living on?”, “What things do 

you know about the earth?” and so on. 

 

Main Activity 

 
Showing the students a song video titled “Eight Planets” by using laptop and 

LCD projector. Play it twice so the students will remember the melody and 

knowing what is the content of the song/video. In the 2nd turn, invite them to 

come in front of the class and sing together with you too. 

Ask the students “What do you think about the video?”, “Do you notice 

something from the video?”, “What is the video about?” and so on. If the students 

have questions after the discussion, let them ask and answer it in the next session. 

 

Take out the flashcards and introduce the names of the planets and the other 

objects in our solar system. “Okay my students, I have many pictures in my 

hands. Do you want to know what are they?”, “The first one, this is planet x”, 

and so on. Explain to them slowly and ask them to repeat what you have said. 

Then, explain about the order of the planet from the closest one to the sun until 

the furthest planet from the sun. 

 

 

Teach them how to spell and pronounce the target vocabularies correctly. The 

key is in your voice. Speak loudly and clearly, so that the students will know 

how to pronounce and write it correctly. Ask the students to repeat each name of 

the planets and the solar system’s objects one by one. Approach each students to 

check their writing or ask them to write on the board in front of the class. 

Greeting and praying 

(2 minutes) 

Checking attendance 

(1 minutes) 

Asking the students which 

planet we are living on 

(2 minutes) 

Watching “Eight Planets” 

video and sing together 

(3 minutes) 

 

Discussing about what 

they have noticed from 

the video 

(2 minutes) 

 

Teaching and practicing 

the vocabularies 

(3 minutes) 

Introducing the names of 

the planets 

(4 minutes) 



 

 

 

 

 

Show the picture flashcards one by one to the students. Invite them to guess 

which planet or object it is. At first, give a guess according to the right order of 

the planets. In the 2nd round, pick a random picture and let them guess it and so 

on. If the students guess all the pictures correctly, move to the next activity. 

 

 

Stick the planets poster on the board or show it through LCD projector. Then 

explain about the characteristic of each planet. “This is Jupiter. It is the biggest 

planet and it has a red spot”, “Mars is known as red planet…”, and so on. Ask 

the students after you explain the characteristic of each planet because students 

maybe confused again. Repeat again and again until the students understand it 

well. 

 

 

Distribute the worksheet A to the students. Tell them to read the instruction 

carefully.  

 Prepare the pen/pencil, scissor, and glue. Cut the planets picture 

carefully. Then, arrange them on the the right order. The first one is the 

closest from the planet, and so on. 

 Also cut the planets’ name label and put the correct label under each 

planet. 

This activity is done to check if the students are still remember about the right 

order of the planets or not.  

 

 

Divide the class into some groups consist of 4 students. Give the worksheet B to 

each group. Tell them to prepare highlighter/crayon/marker to mark the name of 

the planets and the solar system’s objects. Ask them not to open the worksheet 

yet. Count down 3 2 1, and they can start highlighting those words. The group 

that finished first can claim the reward from me in the end of the class. 

 

Guessing game using 

flashcards 

(2 minutes) 

Doing the groups’ game 

using “Planets Word 

Search Game” worksheet 

(3 minutes) 

Arranging and labelling 

the planets using “Planets 

of The Solar System” 

worksheet 

(7 minutes) 

Introducing the planets’ 

characteristic 

(7 minutes) 



Wrap Up 

 

After doing many kinds of activities, ask the students what they have learned 

today. Pointed one or two students to re-explaining about the lesson. The rest of 

the students should say “BIG YES” if they are agree with their friends’ review 

and say “BIG NO” if they are not agree.  

Reviewing the material again using the planets poster so that the students 

mastered the material. 

 

Distribute the homework worksheet to the students. Explain the instruction so that 

they know what to do. The homework is coloring the planets, choose one of those 

planets that you (the student) love the most. Then, describe the planet (the name, 

its characteristic, etc).  

 

Showing the students a song video titled “Eight Planets” by using laptop and LCD 

projector. Invite them to come in front of the class and sing together with you too. 

“Let’s sing it again for closing our today’s class!” 

 

 

After singing together, end the class by praying together. “Okay my students, let’s 

pray together….. enough”. “Thank you so much for being nice and smart, I hope 

you understand the material well. See you next week my students, goodbye!!!”  

 

Singing along “Eight 

Planets” 

(2 minutes) 

Praying and saying 

goodbye 

(2 minutes) 

Assigning homework 

(2 minutes) 

Reviewing today’s lesson 

about the planets 

(3 minutes) 


